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WHAT IS MODUL-DANCE
WHAT IS MODUL-DANCE?
Modul-dance is a m ulti-annual cooperation project with
participation of 20 European dance houses from 16 countries.

the

Its main aim is to support developm ent, m obility and exchange for
dance artists.
Led by Mercat de les Flors in Barcelona, the project operates under the
umbrella of the European Dancehouse Network (EDN) and is funded by the
European Commission through its Culture Programme.
Modul-dance lasts from June 2010 to December 2014 and it is one of the
most important sponsored EU cultural projects.

MOVING WITH DANCE ARTISTS ACROSS EUROPE
MOVING WITH DANCE ARTISTS ACROSS EUROPE
The modul-dance project takes advantage of its partners' specificities and
variety of management models to maintain a permanent and sustainable
network of cooperation that crosses borders and boasts a European
vocation. The selection of artists creates a map reflecting artistic excellence
and aesthetic diversity.
Thus, modul-dance draws on difference to create a commitment, a working
model for the future of the performing arts and cultural management in
Europe and beyond.

1. An artistic model: a community of European dance artists
Based on artistic criteria, each project partner proposed an artist in the
selection processes that took place (2010, 2011 and 2012).
All the proposed artists were invited to a meeting with all the partners and
artists in order to present their projects and see how modul-dance could
support the creative processes. They became selected artists if more than 3
dance house partners were interested in collaborating in their projects.
After three selections, the project now hosts a com m unity of 52
European artists. Besides, m ore than 40 artists have been invited to
carry out research work within the Carte Blanche program m e at one or
more of the dance houses participating.
Modul-dance offers them a fram ework to create and present their
work to different audiences, linking diverse proposals, aesthetics and
sensibilities under the same umbrella. A connection that provides regular
interaction and exchange of ideas, for the present and for the future.

2. An arts management model: the modular system
In most European countries independent dancers and choreographers lack
suitable structures and financial means to develop their creations and
promote themselves in front of new audiences.
One significant determinant of quality in dance art creation is the length of
time required for the careful preparation and completion of the different
phases of the process.
Most independent dance artists and companies receive only limited local
subventions for their productions, which are often produced and presented
within a very short period of time.
Modul-dance has been created and structured to address artists' needs
during their process of creation and allow them to m ake itineraries
across Europe.
Accordingly, the core of the project is the m odular system, an
organized model of support for dance art, creation and dissemination. Every
participating artist has the opportunity to work with at least 3 different
partners while going through 4 m odule phases:
Research: Artists are invited to create and/or develop a concept,
gather materials, partners and exchange information with the local
dance/arts community, looking at locations, venues and political
aspects.
Residency: The selected artists and their artistic collaborators
involve themselves in the creation of a new work by exploring their
ideas.
Production: The selected artistsʼ full companies, based in a studio,
develop and produce the project to get it ready for presentation.
Presentation: The artists premiere and present the piece developed
during the project, sharing with it to a variety of audiences.

This systematic approach ensures mobility and new experiences and also a
process of dialogue between artists, directors of dance houses and
communities, valuable for the participants' artistic development and
dissemination of their projects.

3. A cooperation model: a network for trust and collaboration
between dance houses
The 20 dance houses participating in modul-dance come from 16 European
countries. They all work together through a trans-institutional exchange
network in order to support, both innovative and culturally diverse, dance
art beyond frontiers.
Modul-dance is one of the projects run by the European Dancehouse
Netw ork (EDN), which is the umbrella organization for most of the moduldance project partners.
The aim and mission of the EDN is to promote and present dance and artists
cross borders and promote the professional development of dance artists,
dance infrastructures and dance as an art form, by drawing on the
experience and strengths of each network partner.
www.ednetwork.eu

PARTNERS
PARTNERS
adc Genève [CH] (associated partner)
Art Stations Foundation Poznań [PL]
CDC Toulouse [FR]
CND Paris [FR]
Centro per la Scena Contemporanea Bassano del Grappa [IT]
Dance Gate Lefkosia Cyprus [CY]
Dance Ireland Dublin [IE]
Dansens Hus Stockholm [SE]
Dansehallerne Copenhagen [DK]
DeVIR/CAPa Faro [PT]
DDRC Athens [GR]
HELLERAU-Europäisches Zentrum der Künste Dresden [DE]
Kino Šiška Ljubljana [SI]
Maison de la Danse Lyon [FR]
Mercat de les Flors Barcelona [ES]
Plesna Izba Maribor [SI]
Danshuis Station Zuid Tilburg [NL]
Tanzhaus NRW Düsseldorf [DE]
Tanzquartier Wien [AT]
The Place London [GB]

SELECTED ARTISTS
SELECTED ARTISTS
Agata Maszkiewicz [PL]
Alessandro Sciarroni [IT]
Alexandra Waierstall [CY]
An Kaler [AT]
Angie Hiesl & Roland Kaiser [DE]
Anita Wach [PL]
Anne Juren [AT]
Antje Pfundtner [DE]
Arno Schuitemaker [BK]
Ben Duke/Lost Dog [GB]
Ben Riepe [NL]
Cláudia Dias [PT]
Coraline Lamaison [FR]
Daniel Abreu [ES]
David Wampach [FR]
Emma Martin [IE]
Eric Minh Cuong Castaing/Cie. Shonen [FR]
Eugénie Rebetez [CH]
Fabrice Lambert [FR]
Fearghus Ó Conchúir [IE]
Frauke Requardt [GB]
Gunilla Heilborn [SE]
Hafiz Dhaou & Aïcha M'Barek/Cie. Chatha [TN/FR]
Helena Franzén [SE]
Hooman Sharifi [NO]
Ioannis Mandafounis & May Zarhy [CH/GR]
Itamar Serussi [IL/NL]
Jasmina Križaj [SI]
Jefta van Dinther [SE/DE]
Julia Cima [FR]
Jurij Konjar [SI]
Kaori Ito [JP/DE]
Leja Jurišić [SI]
Lili M [SI]
Liz Roche [IE]
loscorderos [ES]
Luca Silvestrini/Protein [GB]
Magali Milian & Romuald Luydlin/La Zampa [FR]
Mala Kline [SI]
Marcos Morau/La Veronal [ES]
Marie-Caroline Hominal [FR/CH]
Maud Le Pladec [FR]
Patricia Apergi/Aerites Dance Company [GR]
Perrine Valli [CH/FR]
Pia Meuthen [NL]
Qudus Onikeku [FR]
Sofia Dias & Vítor Roriz [PT]
Tânia Carvalho [PT]
The Loose Collective [AT]
The Mob [SE/DK]
Tina Tarpgaard [DK]
Tina Valentan [SI]

OTHER PROGRAMMES
OTHER PROGRAMMES
In parallel with the modular system, the modul-dance project organises
additional artistic programmes:
Carte Blanche: A pre-modular programme offering promising young
artists a one-week residency at one project partner's dance house
giving them the chance to learn more about dance structures in
different cultures, local dance communities and the opportunities
available to artists locally. The meet and greet with other artists is
basic to this strategy for intercultural exchange.
Dram aturgic Advice: Offered to the selected artists to help them
to develop the concept of a piece, to reflect on the rehearsing
process at a specific moment and/or to reflect on the entire project
after the premiere. Collaborating dramaturges include Guy Cools,
Roberto Fratini and Carmen Mehnert, among others.
Festivals: The modul-dance festivals present various selected artists
participating in the program, at one venue, by one of the project
partners.
Conferences: Forums for reflection and critical feedback on key
issues considered as the state of the art in contemporary dance and
the project: best supportive structures, trans-national art creation,
dissemination, audience development for the work of young artists
from different cultural backgrounds, etc. The conferences are
organised in cooperation with universities and other institutions and
are open to the public. The modul-dance conferences are Madrid
2010 (The Active Spectator), Cyprus 2011 (Dance/Body at the
Crossroads of Cultures), Tilburg 2012 (Ethics is Aesthetics?),
Düsseldorf 2013 (What Do You Want to Share With Others?),
Stockholm 2013 and Barcelona 2014.
Think tanks: Intellectual platforms organised by artists for artists,
which foster reflection, exchange and examination of experiences with
regard to furthering practices and models of excellence. They are
organised in coordination with the selected artists and the dance
houses and include the participation of artists from the field of dance
and other related arts, dance house directors, theorists, etc.
Film screenings: Touring programmes, curated by Núria Font,
which include a selection of short international dance films made in
the first decade of the 21st century. This provides an observatory
that draws attention to works that as well as being of the highest
quality also engage in a creative, innovative dialogue with some of the
models of filmic writing emerging in the contemporary world.

FACTS AND FIGURES
FACTS AND FIGURES
From June 2010 to July 2013 the modul-dance project hosted:
52 Selected Artists
20 Dance Houses
16 European Countries
37 Research Modules
51 Production Modules
95 Residency Modules
180 Presentations
142 On Tour Presentations
39 Carte Blanche
4 Think Tanks
11 Film Screenings
3 Conferences
5 Festivals

HOW TO FOLLOW US
HOW TO FOLLOW US
www.m odul-dance.eu
The modul-dance project website, with wide information about the project,
the partners, the artists and their projects, events and calendar, news and
much more.
http://m oduldance.wordpress.com
The exchange space serving the community of dance artists working within
the modul-dance project. With video-interviews and texts about their artistic
experiences and projects under development.
www.num eridanse.tv/channels/m oduldance
Video channel offering complete pieces, excerpts of the projects, interviews,
rehearsal images, articles and other online resources. Numeridanse.tv is a
project of Maison de la Danse in Lyon in association with Centre National de
la Danse in Paris.
www.facebook.com /m oduldance
Our most popular social channel.
M odul-dance newsletters
Published every two months. With all the news and highlights.
Also on:
www.tea-tron.com/moduldance/blog
www.movimiento.org/profile/moduldance
www.dance-tech.net/profile/moduldance
www.tanznetz.de
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Sílvia González
Modul-dance communication manager
sgonzalez@modul-dance.eu
+ 34 93 256 26
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